
Start your turn; you are now the active player. All exposed (has no other card on it) used       
(horizontal) cards you control are readied (turned vertical).

If  you have 8 exposed ailments on your Runeslinger, remove any 8 of  them and lose 
a power; repeat this step until you have fewer than 8 exposed ailments. If  you have 10 
ailments and 2 of  them are concealed by a boon, you remove 8 exposed ailments and lose a power. 
The exposed ailments you remove is your choice; they don’t have to be of  the same type.

Draw 2 cards from the top of  your deck (the maximum hand size is 8). You may now 
pass; if  you do, skip your Play Phase and either draw a 3rd card, or return an 
exposed concentration you control to your hand. At any point if  you would draw a card 
that exceeds your maximum hand size, that card is discarded instead. 

In any order you choose, as many times are you are able, you may: 

• Once per turn - Set 1 card from your hand face-down as a ready concentration. 
• Activate your Runeslinger ability by paying its determination     cost. 
• Use    the effect of  a defense card you control by turning it horizontally. 
• Sling a runespell or play a defense card from your hand by paying its    cost. 
• Create 1    by using    an exposed ready concentration you control (you may perform this  
  action even if  it’s not your turn if  you are creating     to pay a cost on a card). 
• Activate the effect of  a card you control by paying that effect’s activation cost. 

Phases of a turn
Each turn in Runeslingers is divided into 5 phases. Each turn also has a beginning 
and an end. The beginning of  the turn exists when the ready phase begins, before 
its steps occur; the end of  the turn exists after all steps in the discard phase of  a turn 
have been completed by all players. Phases also have a beginning (before steps) and an 
end (after steps).

1: Ready Phase

2: Ailment Phase

3: Draw Phase

4: Play Phase

5: Discard Phase
1. All runespells in play are discarded (placed into their owner’s discard piles). Effects  
   of  all Runeslinger abilities activated this turn end (unless stated otherwise). Unless  
   otherwise stated, when a card leaves play, its effects end. 
2. All unspent    created this turn is removed. 
3. All defense cards in play recover to their maximum defense values. 
4. All block barriers on all cards are removed. 
5. You, the active player end your turn. The player to your left becomes the active  
    player, starting their turn at the beginning of  their Ready Phase. 
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Common Terms
Answer: Card you have in your hand with the Shout keyword can be played as an
answer (response to) an answerable action that was created for you, even if  it’s not
your Play Phase.

At Random: An enemy chooses without seeing, the prescribed number of  cards
(usually from your hand).

Concealed: When an ailment or card is under another card, the object on the bottom
is “concealed”. Concealed ailments and cards are not in play; they have no effects.

Control: A card on your field (your side of  the play area) is controlled by you and its
effects apply to you.

Convert Ailment: Remove the prescribed number of  ailments and then apply the
same number of  ailments of  a different type to the same target. When multiple
ailments are converted, ailments are removed and then applied one at a time.

Destroy: When a card is destroyed, it is placed into its owner’s discard pile. Cards that
are destroyed before their effects can resolve, have no effect.

Down/Downed: The term used to describe a Runeslinger losing a power.

Direct Damage: Direct damage cannot be blocked.

Health Loss: When your Runeslinger loses health, its health is reduced by
the specified number. Health loss cannot be blocked, and always reduces your
Runeslinger’s health by its full amount. If  you have 1 health and you lose 2 health
(assuming your maximum health is 20), you lose one power, reset your health to 19.

Sear: Take this many cards from the top of  your deck and place them face-up in your
discard pile in any order.

Void: Take this many cards from the top of  your deck and place them face-up in your
void pile in any order.

Sling: Thematic term to describe playing a runespell card.

Answerable Action: When an enemy slings a runespell an “answerable action” is
created for you. You can answer (shout) answerable actions that are created for you.

Exposed: When a card or ailment has no card on it, it is exposed, and can be targeted
and affected by effects.

Own: Cards that began the encounter in your own deck are owned by you. You can
control a card you do not own for example, if  an opponent plays one of  their boons
on an ailment you control; you would control that boon, but not own it.

Card: Either a concentration, defense card or runespell in play and anything in a
player’s hand is a card. Ailments, Runeslingers, stances and abilities are not cards.

Target: In order to play this card, you must be able to assign a valid target for each
effect on this card that targets. After this card is played, if  a target of  this card’s effect
leaves the field, the effect in question has no effect since it has no valid target.

Hit: A “hit” is achieved when a damage effect deals at least 1 point of  damage to its
target. Certain effects are only damage if  they damage preceding them “hits” its target.
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Keywords

distract
When this card leaves your field, the concentration under it is discarded (placed into its 
owner’s discard pile). 

Certain cards have keywords on their keyword bar 
(above the text box). Keywords add unique effects and 
rules to the cards they are found on.  

Each card can have up to 3 unique keywords written on
it. When a card is played, where applicable, its keywords 
are always resolved from left to right in order. 

Keywords can be added to or removed from cards by 
effects; this can result in a card having more than 3 
keywords. Added keywords are resolved after previous 
keywords (written) in the order the are added.

The following is a list of  all of  the keywords currently 
in Runeslingers:

Target enemy Runeslinger chooses one of  this card’s bullet • effects; only the chosen 
effect is used. Only bullet effects with a valid target for their effect may be chosen. 

This card enters play with this many basic tokens on it (all tokens are “basic” unless 
otherwise stated). Tokens are used to track a number; a die can be used to track the 
number of  tokens on this card. A Mastery token is an example of  a non-basic token. 

Once per turn during your Play Phase you may add +1 tokens to this card to “charge” 
it. Tokens added by charging are “basic”; they have no special effects. 

You choose one of  this card’s bullet • effects; only the chosen effect is used.  Only 
bullet effects with a valid target for their effect may be chosen. 

This card can be played normally during your Play Phase or during any Play Phase as 
an answer (response to) an answerable action. An answerable action is created for you 
when an opponent slings a runespell. 

This card’s damage is dealt to its target in full. If  a portion of  this damage causes the 
target to lose a power and reset its health, any remaining damage is dealt to the target’s 
new health total. If  pierce damage is dealt to a defense card, damage over the target’s 
defense value is dealt to that card’s controlling Runeslinger. All health loss pierces. 

Use    : Turn this card horizontal to use this effect. You cannot use a card on the 
turn it is played or if  it is already used (horizontal). Used cards “ready” by being     
turned vertical in the Ready Phase of  your turn. 

token

Charge

choice

fate

shout

pierce

use
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Post Setup Overview
After setup, the field should appear as below. Runeslingers and equips are set; each 
player controls 1 concentration and has 4 cards in their hand (keep your hand secret).

Your Hand 4


